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GET IT WHILE IT'S HOT!

Stay Connected

Where did the summer go?
It's that time of year when we send out a friendly reminder to our customers to "Get it
while it's hot!" Unfortunately, each day, we are losing 3 minutes of daylight. Before you
know it, cooler weather will set in, leaves will start falling and snow will start flying!
Asphalt pavement mixture is produced at approximately 300F, but that doesn't stop
the cold temperatures of winter from quickly cooling down the mix, making it more
difficult to produce, install, and compact. Eventually, we get to a point where we can
no longer produce asphalt due to the freezing temperatures.
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projects, crew
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Now is the time to get your asphalt maintenance or reconstruction projects on our
schedule and completed while it's hot before the weather takes a turn for the worse.
If you'd like to receive a quote, click this link to
complete the Request a Consultation form. A BR
representative will be in touch with you regarding
your asphalt pavement needs.
BR Management
651-686-7001

WHAT ARE BR CUSTOMERS SAYING?
"Thanks Mike. You, Brad and the entire Bit Roads team did a great job and have
been a pleasure to work with!"
Gary C.
Fitness International, LLC (LA Fitness)

PROJECT PROFILE: LA Fitness
Location: Apple Valley
As with any Bituminous Roadways' client, it was important to manage this project
efficiently, provide excellent customer service and deliver a great looking, long
lasting finished product. In order to keep the fitness facility up and running throughout
the construction process, Bituminous Roadways completed the project in two
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Did you know?
Asphalt mill and overlay
projects typically remove
1.5 to 2.5 inches of the
existing pavement and
replace with a new
asphalt layer. BR has
performed countless mill
and overlay projects
adding strength to
pavement and

phases. As the current pavement section was being removed, it became apparent
that additional subgrade correction work would be needed due to the soft subsoils.
Bituminous Roadways collaborated with the LA Fitness team of hired soil engineers
and recommended additional soil corrections be done in order to move the project
forward and provide the proper pavement support. Over the course of three
weeks, Bituminous Roadways excavated 9,200 cubic yards of poor quality soil,
furnished and installed 12,500 tons of class #5 aggregate, and paved 2,590 tons of
bituminous pavement.
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BR NEWS: Visit our new website!
BR continues to roll out its updated corporate identity with a new website! The web
address is the same, www.bitroads.com, but users will discover a completely
different look and feel when they visit.
The goal of the new site is to organize information in a way that creates a more
user friendly experience, especially on a mobile device. In addition, an entirely new
section was added to focus on customer education, making resources available to
customers regarding different asphalt related topics (http://bitroads.com/CustomerEducation).
We encourage you to take a look around, complete a Request Consultation form if
needed, and come back often!

